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1. Design education: Where to start from?
Where should design education head for to assure that designers of the future will be able to cope with humans’ problems, needs and wishes in an increasing competitive and complex world in an efficient and effective way? Until now, neither the criteria of success such as efficiency and efficacy are clearly defined by the different kinds of ‘stakeholders’ involved, nor is there an agreement on how to approach the process and ending up with the desired result. However, this knowledge is needed to develop and implement curricula and arrive at successful design education. Design education in different disciplines has already gone over the years through a variety of changes of the curriculum in order to adapt to requirements of industry, science and politics (see for example the Faculty of Industrial Design Engineering, Delft), which partly were initiated due to European regulations, but there are no systematic evaluation studies delivering empirical data revealing the success of different approaches. This has also been the case in Industrial Design Engineering. There are approaches of integrating the customer as stakeholder into the design process and this has been established in industrial design education projects in different schools. Research on design education focus mainly on idea generation, based on the prevalence of the inherently creative activity of designing (see for example, human centered design research). However, the need for supporting designers during different phases of the design process can not be restricted to creativity methods. Moreover, teaching design methodology should not only refer to distinct and flexible methods for information collection, generation, selection and testing of solutions. There should be also an emphasis on ways to arrive at a meta-level of analysis of own procedures, how to approach and to structure projects. These complex requirements are part of design activities in practice [Badke-Schaub et al. 2011]. Of course, there has been raised valid concerns related to design education with respect to content and methods; however, the question if these criticisms are valid could be only answered by empirical investigations (see also [Margolin 2010], on doctoral education). But there is no established tradition to systematically evaluate design education within elaborated convincing empirical studies. On the other side, there are the experts of the design research community, who claim that the more or less complete design education as it is now, does not fit with the expectation and the reality of the market. the content and the results of the existing design education and request that design education needs to be changed. Don Norman complains that “today’s designers are poorly trained to meet the today’s demands.” and he requests substantial changes: “We need a new form of design education, one with more rigor, more science, and more attention to the social and behavioral sciences, to modern technology, and to business”, [Norman 2010]. According to Norman, design students are not trained to
tackle complex issues, such as the interrelated complexities of human and social behavior, or the behavioral sciences, technology, business and science.

While the debate on the best methods to educate designers will in all likelihood continue well into the foreseeable future, it is essential to educate this debate by proposing criteria and appropriate measurement of the effectiveness of design education. Specifically, in this paper we present a theoretically motivated and evaluation-centred research approach which aims to analyse behaviour patterns of students when dealing with complex problems in embodiment design. In the following sections some basic propositions are presented which are seen as determinants for deciding where to start from, what to prioritise and underlying the design activity. Rather than to make claims or generalise the findings to a real design process, we focus on the proposition of a more comprehensive measurement method for the evaluation of design education than what is currently the state of the art. The method is applied on the project course Advanced Products of the Integrated Product Design (IPD) masters curriculum in TU Delft, providing a valuable case study.

2. Design education: What needs to be done?

How can we define ‘effective designing’? How can we transfer this view of effective designing into the teaching process?

Design manifests itself in creation, so creativity must certainly be very relevant.

Can creativity be quantified by the number of ideas produced? Although this is certainly featured as a criterion in different survey results [Spitas 2011a], [Spitas et al. 2012], it does not seem to be the most important metric.

The other main criterion of creativity refers to the novelty of the idea, and at the same time it must be appropriate to solve the problem in question [Finke 1990], [Amabile 1996], [Sternberg 1999]. It is known that all new knowledge is based on existing knowledge. In the same way, new and creative design ideas are firmly embedded in previous information, which is combined, restructured and modified [Hybs and Gero 1992].

Lastly, as creativity can be understood the ability to produce a solution which meets the design requirements, in an optimal way, with the least amount of resources (i.e. time, effort) This picture seems to be strongly supported by literature (see i.e. [Morris 2009], [Rosenthal 1992]) but also by industry, including less scientific professional articles [Lepp 2009].

How can design education transfer the above mentioned criteria of successful designing – of course there are more competencies apart from creativity – to the development and implementation of a design curriculum?

This is exactly where the Integrated Product Design (IPD) master programm for students in the faculty of Industrial Design Engineering (IDE) at TU Delft starts from. The general aim is to support the students in becoming creative problem solvers who are able to deal with complexity and uncertainty in an appropriate way. This appropriateness may entail different factors but we want to mention here creativity as the most important one. We define creativity as the ability to produce non-routine solutions in the context of defining and meeting a goal. Thus creativity is not seen as innate characteristic of the individual but can be taught and trained [Badke-Schaub 2008].

The ‘usual’ curriculum devides the design process into phases moving from an abstract problem definition, typically a design brief, to a concrete product embodiment, typically communicated through a technical data package. In the IPD/IDE curriculum this has been embodied in two distinct phases of ‘concept design’ and ‘embodiment design’. Ultimately, IPD aims to teach and/ or consolidate knowledge and methods for effective design.

3. Designing: Are there essential cognitive mechanisms steering the designer?

Developing educational material needs at least transfer a foundational knowledge about how the wederwaased on empirical studies of humans’ thinking and acting (see i.e. [Badke-Schaub and Frankenberger 1999], Design Studies, Special Issue; [Birkhofer 2011] and theories on problem solving [Doerner 2004].

The following propositions are set to build the foundational assumptions from which the study has been planned, executed and analysed (see Figure 1).
1. A designer faced with a problem will first identify the characteristics of the given problem and define the problem, before s/he chooses an appropriate method out of the pool of methods.
2. On the basis of the identification of the problem as belonging to a specific type of problems the designer will choose a given design method which addresses this type of problems.
3. This person is sufficiently knowledgable about the chosen method and accordingly assumes that this type of problem can be solved better by using this method than any other known possible alternative method or sequence of actions.
4. The person is sufficiently competent, knowledgable and experienced what means s/he is able to use the chosen method in an appropriate way, what also comprises the adaptation of the chosen method to the specific context [Fricke 1996], [Cross 2004].

Of course the quantifiers ‘better’ and ‘sufficiently’ lend themselves to different outcomes that are again person-, method- and context-sensitive.

![Figure 1. Model of the interrelations of problem identification and choice of methods](image)

Usually design education teaches the students different methods, what means that potentially several methods are available to the (engineering) design students (drawing, calculus, formal logic etc). Some of the methods are taught in different courses during education, either formally or implicitly through example and practice. Thus, the mental model of design methods develops over time and comprise cognitive and behavioural patterns. Regardless of whether or not these working patterns are explicitly/consciously practiced, they can be considered to comprise methods.

Out of the pool of methods known and available to students, only some are used (more often) and thus transform into consolidated knowledge. In the educational context this usage can be demanded in some cases, in order to make statement (4) true. The use of these methods in design projects provides the students in real-life projects ‘real’ feedback from companies, and thus can be expected to develop an assessment of the effectiveness of methods and thus an opinion about the value of methods (3). In light of proposition (1) we can reasonably expect that, if left to their own devices, students will default to using the methods they consider better and are most comfortable with. We shall call such the students’ default design working patterns.

4. Research set-up

On the basis of the above presented prepositions we define a) our assumptions and accordingly b) the requirements for the research set-up and finally the research questions.

1) Assumptions:
   1.1) Computational tools foster creativity in learning processes: innovative tools encouraging nonlinear, non-standard thinking and problem-solving, as well as the exploration and generation of new knowledge, ideas and concepts, and thus new associations between existing ideas or concepts. The aim is to support people’s learning as well as the formation and evolution of creative teams by developing technological solutions that facilitate questioning and challenging, foster imaginative thinking, widen the perspectives and make purposeful connections with people and their ideas.
   1.2) Technology enhanced learning systems endowed with the capabilities of human tutors: Research should advance systems’ capabilities to react to learners’ abilities and difficulties,
and provide systematic feedback based on innovative ways of interpreting the user's responses - particularly in relation to deep/shallow reasoning and thinking. Research should advance systems' understanding and use of the appropriate triggers (praise, constructive comments, etc.) influencing learning. The systems shall improve learners’ metacognitive skills, understand and exploit the underlying drivers of their learning behaviours. Solutions should exploit advances in natural language interaction techniques (dialogues), in rich and effective user interfaces and should have a pedagogically sound, smart and personalised instructional design.

2) Requirements for the design of the experiment
   2.1) We consider that potentially several methods are available to (engineering) design students, some are learned in different courses during prior education, either formally or implicitly through example and practice, and comprise a host of learned cognitive and behavioural patterns. Regardless of whether or not these working patterns are explicitly/ consciously practiced, they can be considered to comprise methods.
   2.2) With this insight we proceed with an inventorisation of the research goals that should lead to a cluster of requirements for the design of the experiment.

3) Research questions:
   3.1) What are the default design working patterns of students in the IPD curriculum, i.e. sequence of actions? Is there a recognisable mean working pattern?
   3.2) What are the reasons for these working patterns? If there is a recognisable ‘mean’ working pattern, why is it so?
   3.3) To what degree do the default design working patterns of students in the IPD curriculum lead to effective design?

While conceiving this research it was expected that carrying it out within the IPD programme would necessitate interaction with several aspects of the curricular structure and related circumstances that could present several constraints as well as opportunities, sometimes at the same time. Thus an inventory of this structure and circumstances was carried out, resulting in the following findings. It is noted that because of the non-linearity and sometimes strong couplings, not all of the pertinent information could be reproduced in the linear discussion that follows.

A practical setting is within the project course ‘Advanced Products’ (PAP), a 9EC 2nd semester course where students form 20-25 5-person teams (on average), each of which carries out a single real design assignment given by a company for the duration of the semester under the supervision of a coach, approximately once a week, and the course instructor and coordinator at less frequent intervals. The course does not offer explicit training in design methodology: rather, it is expected and assumed that practice will consolidate a more effective working method. This project has been running for many years and features validated prototypes among the final deliverables; it is known to give students a sense of responsibility, professionalism, focus on the result and at the same time operational freedom. This setting presents good opportunities for both realism and role-play immersion.

Options identified to perform the experiment were 1) speed design and 2) the full-term project itself. Speed design consists of an intensive assignment that is closely bounded in terms of time, space and inputs. This has obvious benefits for scientific observation. The full term project cannot be reasonably bounded or closely observed, but it can offer insights into how a real project is carried out, in all its depth.

- In service of creating a realistic challenge, the student subjects should experience genuine motivation. Human motives stem from any combination of gratification and hope and it was expected that students have an innate optimism and expectation to be inspired. This sets the framework for all related communications. On the opposite side student passivity, disinterest or cynicism, i.e. due to a feeling of having done ‘it’ too many times before, should be avoided. Thus a central consideration is catering to the students’ requirements: to learn and to make an effort proportional to their learning (i.e. not excessive). This learning must be relevant, tangible and congruent to the overall course style, which requires suitable formulation of the assignment, its wording and the accompanying instructions. In the setting up of this scientific experiment, which does not have education of its subjects as its main goal, and in fact must
not be prescriptive, these requirements create a conflict that can serve both as a threat and an opportunity. One way to fulfill this educational requirement can be by feedback and/or self-learning/ peer-learning.

- Given the busy study roster, another student requirement is that their workload should be compatible to their time availability, meaning that it should be either a short assignment or embedded in their other regular workflow. A short assignment would be compatible to speed design (snapshot experiment), whereas the regular workflow in the context of the full-term project could be incorporated in a development diary (longitudinal study).

- Other resources include trained staff necessary to supervise the experiment and rooms and equipment required to carry out the design process or to help observe and record it. Students, staff, and equipment should be time-compatible. An opportunity is to deploy the same teams as in-project, simplifying the communication and agenda synchronisation. It remains to be validates whether the PAP team sizes (typically 5 students) are optimal for personal interaction. For logistical reasons, a general goal is to minimise the staff and resource requirements.

- A key requirement of the experimental setup is that it should provide a platform for repeatable observations. This is best done by a controlled environment that can help eliminate external sources of bias, though in the context of this study it has to be balanced with the minimal resource requirement. Primary functions of the setup will be to observe and record. Two different scales of analyse shall be pursued: macro and micro. The macro-scale is concerned with team interaction patterns, whereas the micro-scale with the content and logic of individuals, requiring to ‘zoom in’ on each as appropriate. On both scales it is important to generate protocols and filter/ bookmark relevant information as discrete events that must be clearly identifiable, measurable and where possible quantifiable (i.e. numerical, Boolean, etc). These will admit different types of processing, depending on the focus of a research question, and will have different relevance to different questions. A main task of the research and data post-processing will be to identify these events.

5. Experimental set-up

Driven by the above consideration two snapshot experiments and one longitudinal study with each team in PAP has been run throughout one full semester. 22 teams participated, a total of 110 students. The details and justification of the choices made are as follows.

**Snapshot experiments**

Two snapshot experiments were held with each student team, one in the beginning of the semester and one near the end. Each experimental run featured one design assignment that the team was expected to complete within one hour. Two assignments were titled ‘adrenaline challenge’ and ‘skateboard challenge’.

The assignments were deliberately simple in phrasing, as follows: 1) ‘Design an installation that produces an adrenaline rush comparable to that of a near death experience and is safe to use’ (adrenaline challenge), 2) ‘Design a skateboard that has at least one unconventional degree of freedom, to increase the fun of skateboarding, and is safe to use’ (skateboard challenge).

It was not known a-priori if the sequence of the assignments would have an influence on the default design working patterns, especially given that teams would be presented with feedback after completing each assignment, so to make such a potential influence measureable the sequence was mixed, with half of the teams executing the ‘adrenaline’ assignment in the first experiment and the ‘skateboard’ assignment in the second one and vice-versa. Students were asked not to discuss their assignment with the other teams between the first and second experiment.

The student teams were given the freedom to arrange by themselves for 1) the time to perform the experiment, 2) a reasonably quiet location that they thought suitable for their design activity and 3) an audio and video recording, by means procured by them. In the end the students were asked to fill-in a debriefing questionnaire. They were also informed that these recordings would be viewed by the course instructor and coordinator, who would then provide them with feedback on their design process. They were informed that participation (not the result) would be awarded a bonus grade.
The format of the snapshot experiment was chosen to provide, as per the above analysis:

- feeling of freedom (default design working patterns),
- (seemingly) completely unfamiliar problem (focus on the process effectiveness rather than the recall of knowledge),
- role-play (avoid educational patterns), concrete reproducible stimulus (written assignment opened on commencing the experiment),
- same student team as in PAP (involvement, familiarity),
- speed design (intensive assignment that is closely bounded in terms of time, space and inputs; suitable for observation),
- opportunity for feedback after each assignment (student motivation and learning, non-biasing as it is after the experiment),
- student effort proportional to learning (short time, no preparation required),
- relevant to PAP context (realistic design),
- minimal resource requirement (students provide location, equipment, self-regulated process according to written instructions),
- observe and record (voice and video).

Some of the requirements are known to have been to some degree compromised, as follows:

- repeatable observations (not possible to reconstruct the team synthesis, or setting, or other contexts; however repeatable assignment and rules),
- external sources of bias (in some cases public collaboration spaces were used, with some noticeable noise; however, no detrimental interactions were observed with the environment),
- ‘zoom in’ on ideas/ content and/ or each individual as appropriate (the generic camera placement did not allow this as a matter of course, except when someone was presenting before the whole team),
- in general observation at the micro level and extracting detailed protocols at both macro and micro levels is in some cases difficult).

The effect could not be asserted a-priori. A-posteriori, based on the results, the authors assert that indeed the identified compromises pose limitations to the general applicability of the experimental protocol, as applied, but still the protocol provides sufficient ground for extracting and supporting the main conclusions of this study.

Longitudinal study
This study consisted of a development diary of their actual PAP assignment. The results of this study are not discussed here.

6. Introduction and assessment of benchmark solutions for effectiveness

Referring to the original discussion on the effectiveness of a design process, we recall that a benchmark is needed for any assessment of effectiveness. Both snapshot assignments were designed in such a way as to admit straightforward benchmarks, in the form of simple solutions that can be elaborated sufficiently within the allocated time interval of 1hr. Recalling the exact wording of the assignments, these benchmarks are proposed here as follows:

Adrenaline challenge: It is very straight-forward to induce adrenaline (epinephrine) into the human body directly. Direct injection is an obvious solution which is part of the commonly known state of the art, popularised in mass-media. Safety can be correlated to the adrenaline level in the bloodstream, in consideration of an individual’s constitution and overall health. In any case solutions for monitoring and controlling concentrations of chemicals in the bloodstream are also popularly known. These solutions are obviously part of the benchmark. Qualifying near death experience and how such relates to adrenaline levels in the bloodstream is not so obvious or generally accessible knowledge and researching this correlation can be expected to be the important non-trivial part of the design process.

Skateboard challenge: The structural design, both in terms of principles and embodiments, of conventional skateboards is common and accessible knowledge. What constitutes fun in skateboarding is also immediately accessible and, as games go, can be guaranteed by practically any design. It is also generally known what levels of safety are considered acceptable in skateboarding, where typically the design of the product is not the defining factor for personal safety. The only unexplored/challenging
feature of the assignment is thus the loose stipulation for ‘strange’ movement. Thus a simple benchmark can be any conventional skateboard with a directly added degree of freedom, by any structural means.

7. Results and discussion

In this analysis the protocols are not yet considered. Instead a bird’s eye view of the processes in the total of over 40hrs of video footage was obtained by firstly reviewing all videos once, singling out interesting patterns like the frequent occurrence of non-trivial/ unexpected patterns, or obvious omissions/ errors, especially with regard to the assignment instructions. In a second review round these patterns were confirmed in a qualitative way. In anticipation of a next phase of post-processing, where detailed protocols are foreseen, no event counts are yet available.

Some striking results are as follows:

1) PRODUCT DEFINITION: No team arrived at a detailed product definition. This did not seem to be so much a matter of insufficient time, but rather a choice to stay away from actual embodiment. In the feedback round after the first snapshot experiment, all groups were advised to end with a detailed design. However, in the second experiment again no team arrived at a detailed product definition. This may imply a lack of confidence in the design ideas and/or too high uncertainty taking the step to be exposed to real actions including maybe negative feedback.

2) OVERALL PERFORMANCE: No team achieved a solution comparable in effectiveness to the benchmarks. In the feedback round after the first snapshot experiment, all groups were advised to pursue an effective design process, as defined in this paper. However, in the second experiment again no team arrived at a solution comparable in effectiveness to the benchmarks. This may imply a not sufficiently effective process/ default design working patterns. Overall a multitude of design ideas was produced per assignment and team, which can be a confirmation of well-developed imagination and high-affinity to it, but the overwhelming majority of these can be classified as ‘wild ideas’ and as obviously flawed/ ineffective and thus not thought for actual embodiment.

3) TEAM DYNAMICS: In spite of the written stipulation in the assignment text to question their ideas in the team, ideas were seldom disputed. In particular there were very few instances of processes that could be classified as dialectic, and those were terminated very soon with disagreement shifting to consensus without explicit resolution first. This may suggest that euresis and choice of ideas (Spitas 2011b) seemed to be higher a priority than analysis and evaluation. It may also/ alternatively suggest a lack of training in dialectic as a team process.

4) (LIMITATIONS OF) COGNITION: Cause-and-effect relationships were in many cases not explicitly discussed and in some cases incorrectly identified (i.e. either no relation or opposite relation). This may have a connection to the noticed absence of dialectic.

5) CLARIFICATION OF TASK: Design goals were frequently mixed with design solutions, and/ or were in some cases never stated explicitly. In the feedback round after the first snapshot experiment, all groups were advised to take inventory of the keywords in the design brief and derive the design goals from there. This pattern was followed early on in most cases in the second assignment, however the confusion with design solutions still ensued and further goals were invented on the fly, possibly to justify partiality to certain design decisions ad hoc.

6) DECISION MAKING: In all cases most explicit decisions were taken late in the process, sometimes in the form of a Harris profile to evaluate several design ideas (in the order of 10 per assignment and team) and select one as best. It seems that this is a learned pattern. Erroneously, in many cases requirements were stipulated just before or during this phase, suggesting a late rationalisation process. Typically this activity was followed, in those cases where there was still some time left, by the drawing (not really embodiment, but ‘conceptual detailing’) of the selected idea. In some cases this idea was actually infused with more functionalities and design goals (in the form of add-ons or spin-offs). This divergence may be suggestive of the lack of properly stage-gating the process and/ or of an awareness that the selected idea and/ or the design goals/ criteria are not complete. It may also account for the overall observed inefficiency of the process, as poor ideas were kept longer before evaluating and discarding.
7) PLANNING THE PROCESS: In the first experiment planning and time management of the teams was on average poor, with most becoming engaged in cyclic processes of creating ideas but lacking a sense of convergence (students described this as ‘brainstorming’) and resulting in the teams running out of time before finishing. In the feedback round after the first snapshot experiment, all groups were advised to make a plan, commit to it and appoint someone to keep the team on track with this plan (the ‘process keeper’). They were also advised to be convergence-aware and focus on getting the result. There was a noticeable improvement in this aspect in the second experiment; all teams showed a strong commitment to apply this advice and reported satisfaction with their performance in this respect. An issue should be addressed here: Can it be that we are trying to read too much into a 1hr speed design session? In the context of education, as is the setting for this research, it is customary to try to read as much as possible in a short observation (i.e. teachers often rate students, passing or failing them for entire semester-long courses, based on a test of 1-3hrs that produces a much less detailed protocol than what was captured in the present study). Thus this study can only claim that its findings are as representative of the real design process, as any examination result is of the true competence level of the examinee: Valid conclusions can be drawn, but with caution, and generalisations should be avoided. Indeed, with 10-15min available per sub-task, both errors and a general lack of thoroughness are to be expected; however, the authors feel that i.e. designing before defining the requirements, where this was observed, cannot reasonably be attributed to the lack of sufficient time, but instead to a lacking methodological rigour in the default design working pattern (see points 5,6). In fact, the authors claim that a short experiment is better suited to uncover these defaults, exactly because the lack of time affords the subjects little else.

At this point we can revisit and attempt to answer the research questions posed during the research set-up (section 4). These are tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1. Analysis of the results, tabulated from discussion items 1-7. Results based on the second snapshot (after feedback)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What are the default design working patterns of students in the IPD curriculum, i.e. sequence of actions? Is there a recognisable mean working pattern?</th>
<th>What are the reasons for these working patterns? If there is a recognisable ‘mean’ working pattern, why is it so?</th>
<th>To what degree do the default design working patterns of students in the IPD curriculum lead to effective design? (speed design only)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) reluctance to proceed with embodiment</td>
<td>lack of confidence in the design ideas and/or too high uncertainty?</td>
<td>detailed product definition not reached</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) multitude of design ideas produced</td>
<td>well-developed imagination and high-affinity to it?</td>
<td>undercuts time available, see 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) ideas seldom disputed</td>
<td>euresis and choice of ideas higher a priority than analysis and evaluation? Lack of training in dialectic as a team process?</td>
<td>delay, see 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) cause-and-effect relationships in many cases not explicitly discussed</td>
<td>absence of dialectic?</td>
<td>delay, see 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) design goals frequently mixed with design solutions</td>
<td></td>
<td>delay, see 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) several design ideas worked out and kept until late; all evaluated at once</td>
<td>lack of properly stage-gating the process and/or awareness that the selected idea and/or the design goals/criteria are not complete?</td>
<td>inefficiency of the process, as poor ideas are kept longer before evaluating and discarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) conscious time management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Importantly, we note that, whereas columns 1 and 3 are based on the experimental observations, column 2 is speculative (hence the entries are marked with a question-mark). The authors do not make any claim regarding the validity of these speculations; such verification will be the subject of next experiments.

Also, column 3 can formally be claimed here to be valid only in the speed design context from which the results were obtained. At the same time, though, it has been observed over several years that in the real PAP project, which develops over a comfortable 6 month period, students spend a large part of the time creating and exploring alternative ideas to the point that they are typically late with embodying and prototyping, leaving themselves with little or no time for testing, iterating and improving the design, which is consistent with points 1, 2 and 6.

Overall, some of these findings can be seen as disconcerting. They paint a not-so-flattering image of the competency of students in the middle of an educational curriculum, where things can and must go wrong as an indispensible part of the learning process. Looking at the benchmarks, both the ‘adrenaline challenge’ and the ‘skateboard challenge’ where designed to be more illusively simple than they appear which should be enough to throw students off balance. At the same time the authors reflect on the design process as it happens in real industrial settings, which has many times been described by its own practitioners, especially in speed design contexts like this, as ‘chaotic’. It is plausible then that what was observed in these snapshot experiments is an accurate snapshot of how off-balance and chaotic are the default design working patterns of a designer who lacks the benefit of experience.

If this is true, then it means that the results of this experiment are valid for its context and should not be viewed with shock or distrust but should draw our attention on the problems students of the master course still have one year before they leave the university. In fact these first findings should foster further research in the area of coping with complex design problems in a complex setting.

What does this mean for the PAP course? Comparing the differences between the observations in the first and second snapshots, with the exception of point 7 (time management), it can be concluded that all other identified default working patterns (1-6) did not change significantly. Thus, based on this information, the PAP course cannot be considered as having had an effect on these particular patterns.

This is surprising, given that it was implicitly expected that going through a real design project would also consolidate a more effective working method (see section 4). Seeing that PAP is a design course, this research has thus provided valuable results in evaluating and discussing whether affecting such working patterns (i.e. towards better efficiency) should in fact be a learning goal of the course, or if the course should change (perhaps including explicit teaching of design methodology to educate the students’ working patterns and change their defaults) to actually meet such a learning goal.

The possibilities and benefits of applying the same method with regard to any design course other than PAP and any design curriculum other than IPD are considered obvious.

8. Conclusions

An experimental method has been proposed for evaluating the effectiveness of design education by assessing students’ default design patterns in a speed design context. Application of this method on the design course PAP in the IPD curriculum of the faculty of Industrial Design Engineering in Delft yielded insights as to the students’ default design working patterns, the effect of the course on these and ultimately the evaluation of the course itself in connection to its learning objectives. The proposed research environment and experimental method is generalisable to any project-based design curriculum.
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